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Arkaroola Wilderness 
Sanctuary 
Arkaroola Wilderness Sanctuary is located  
in the most rugged and ancient part of  
South Australia’s Flinders Ranges. 
 
It occupies 610 square kilometres and  
was founded by the Sprigg family in 1968 
to study, educate and conserve a priceless 
and unique wilderness. 
 
Showcasing a Geological History that dates  
back 2 billion years, it has become a centre  
of study into the formation of the earth.  
Sir Douglas Mawson brought the area  
to the attention of the modern world. 
 
The area features many unique  
geological monuments, rugged mountains 
towering granite peaks, magnificent gorges 
and a wide range of birds, reptiles and mammals 
including the shy and endangered  
Yellow Footed Rock Wallaby. 
 
It is a place of inspiration for the artist. 
 

Arkaroola video link 
Painted Hills video link 
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EJBuROzh14c
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RFqcDIbgrDQ


 
Arkaroola Wilderness Sanctuary 
9 Day Photography Retreat  
Join Wanderlust Imagery and Peter Eastway for a  
9 day photographic retreat in this extraordinary setting.  
Using Arkaroola as a base we will explore the  
surrounding ranges, and waterholes, then venture  
further into Central Australia with flights over  
Lake Eyre and The Painted Hills, overnighting at  
iconic William Creek. We have also arranged  
to spend 2 hours on the ground at The Painted Hills 
exploring this unique landscape. 
 
A fantastic adventure, providing unique experiences  
of the Northern Flinders Ranges and Central Australia. 
 
We will explore   

• Abstract salt patterns of Munda - Lake Frome  
and Kati Thanda - Lake Eyre 

• Geologically rich primordial landscapes 
• Birdlife drawn to the waterholes  

found in towering gorges 
• Composition and post processing techniques 

 
Capturing  

• Sunrise and Sunsets 
• Birdlife and Wildlife  
• Aerial Abstracts of the salt flats 
• Aerial and land based images of 

majestic and rugged landscapes  
• The Yellow Footed Rock Wallaby 
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Mount Painter 

 
The Itinerary  

 21st to 29th April, 2023 
  

(Daily locations at Arkaroola may vary subject to weather) 

Day 1  – Friday 21st   
Fly from Broken Hill to Arkaroola by light plane. The flight to Arkaroola is tailored  
to showcase the beauty of Munda-Lake Frome providing many aerial photography  
opportunities on the way.  
 
An additional 30 minutes flight time has been added to this flight to enable capture 
of the abstract patterns and features on display, so keep your camera with you  
when boarding. On arrival at Arkaroola, we are met at the airstrip, with a short trip 
by 4WD to the Village for room allocation, lunch and an afternoon guided walk  
as an introduction to the area, finishing with sunset at Spriggina Lookout  
and dinner back in the Village  
 
Day 2 – Saturday 22nd  
For those ready for action, a sunrise shoot followed by breakfast at the Village. 
Then a relaxed morning before a late start exclusive guided Ridgetop Tour  
with sunset at Sillers Lookout returning to the Village for dinner.  
The Ridgetop Tour is the premier scenic experience at Arkaroola. 
 
Day 3 – Sunday 23rd   
For those wanting to further explore Munda-Lake Frome, an opportunity for an early morning   
then a guided tour through Tillite Gorge and Kingsmill Gorge. The afternoon will provide 
an opportunity for group discussion and post processing. 
 
Day 4 – Monday 24th    
Today we travel from Arkaroola to William Creek departing late morning with a flying time  
of around 1hour 40 minutes. Marvel at the rugged ranges of the Northern Flinders as they  
unfold to the sand dunes clay pans and salt flats . After room allocation and a break at  
William Creek, we take advantage of the soft afternoon light for a 3 hour flight over  
Kati Thanda- Lake Eyre exploring the features and abstract patterns. 
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Day 5 – Tuesday 25th 
An early morning start capturing sunrise in the air we head to The Painted Hills to capture  
this unique landscape, then landing and spending up to 2 hours exploring. 
Flying time to The Painted Hills is around 1 hour.  
 
Departing from The Painted Hills we return to Arkaroola. 
 
Depending on the group, we can spend the afternoon reviewing and processing  
Lake Eyre and Painted Hills images or head out to Gammons Drive with sunset  
at Grindell’s Hut returning to the Village for Dinner. 
 
 
Day 6 – Wednesday 26th   
A pre dawn walk to Sitting Bull to capture the sunrise, returning to the Village for breakfast. 
The morning will provide an opportunity for group discussion and post processing followed  
by a self guided tour to Red Gorge, Noolda, Bollana and The Pinnacles,  
using the 4WD vehicles. 
 
 
Day 7 – Thursday 27th 
Sunrise on the Road to Paralana, returning to the Village for breakfast 
then a guided tour to Stubbs Waterhole, Barraranna Gorge, and Ochre Wall. 
 
The afternoon will provide an opportunity for those wanting to further explore  
Munda - Lake Frome from the air, and capture the late afternoon light over the ranges. 
 
Day 8 - Friday 28th   
A sunrise shoot, breakfast then the Gammon Ranges 
 

 
Day 9 - Depart Saturday 29th   
A sunrise shoot, breakfast then the return flight to Broken Hill 
 

 

The Ridgetop Tour 
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Ridgetop Tour 

Ridgetop Tour  
The Cost    
 We have put together an all inclusive package,  
 with a single supplement available.  
 

Twin Share  $ 12,850 per person 
Single   $ 12,850 + $980 = $ 13,830 per person 
 

To secure a place on the workshop a $1,500 deposit is required 
and can be made using the following link : 

 
 
Additional time in the air to explore Munda - Lake Frome or the adjacent rugged ranges,  
is available whilst at Arkaroola Wilderness Sanctuary. There is a 70 minute flight available  
at $395 per person, minimum of 2 people. 
 

 
What’s Included  

• Accommodation for 7 nights in Arkaroola Wilderness Sanctuary.  
• All meals 
• All 4WD transport and tour costs exploring the landscapes 
• Tuition with Robin Moon, Timothy Moon and Peter Eastway 

 

What’s Not Included  
• Transport to Broken Hill to start the tour, or returning home from Broken Hill 
• Alcoholic Beverages 
• Insurances. With the remote location and unexpected border closures around Covid  

that were experienced during 2020, we recommend travel insurance. 
 
 

 

 Munda - Lake Frome 

Pay Deposit 
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https://www.wanderlust.sydney/arkaroola-wilderness-sanctuary-waitlist-deposit


Ridgetop Tour 

 

What to Expect  
• A unique landscape and wildlife photography experience 
• Unlike larger tours you will be part of a smaller group with plenty of time for  

one-on-one time to discuss composition, camera settings and your  
love of landscape and wildlife photography.  

• The itinerary is a guide, and we may change locations  
based on weather and changing opportunities.  

• We aim to get you to the right place at the right time. It doesn’t matter if you are a 
beginner or a seasoned professional, everyone is welcome. Enjoy building your 
knowledge and sharing a passion for image making.  

 

Group Size  
• A minimum of 6 and maximum of 9 participants 

Skill Level  
• Beginners to Professionals  

Fitness Level  
• All levels of fitness can be accommodated, however some hiking is required to get 

access to some of the shoot locations. Walking along the gorges can involve a degree of 
dexterity as some areas have a river pebble floor or larger boulders to traverse.  
Bird watching locations are generally easy access. 

What To Bring  
• Camera, remote control, tripod, head torch, fly hat and insect repellant 
• Laptop with photoshop or lightroom 
• Filters - ND 6 for sunrise and mid day waterhole shots 
•  Lenses - 14-24mm for wide landscapes and 70-200mm for details and wildlife.  

 For aerials a 24-70mm lens provides good flexibility 
• Drone along with spare batteries and in-car charger  
• A passion for image making      

                

Yellow Footed Rock Wallaby Ridgetop Tour 
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Make A Booking  
To secure your place, a deposit of $1500  
can be made on our website or by using  
the following link 

       
 

The deposit is fully refundable up until  
90 days prior to the workshop. 
Final payment is due by 10th March 2023 
 
Full Terms + Conditions can be found  
on our website, or click here 

Payment Details  
For direct electronic funds transfer: 
  
Account Name       Wanderlust Imagery  
BSB              112-879  
Account Number    424 302 491  
 

Questions  
If you have any questions or details that  
might need clarifying please contact :  
 
Robin    images@wanderlust.sydney 
Peter     eastway@betterphotography.com 
 
There is a Covid Safe Management Plan 
and Covid safe practices are followed within  
the Arkaroola Wilderness Sanctuary facilities 
 
 

Book Now 
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mailto:eastway@betterphotography.com
https://www.wanderlust.sydney/booknow
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